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On the Fruits of Silence
I think I am at the mercy of the silence around
me. I say "I think" because, the truth is, I am still learning
how to speak the language of silence. It is, after all, the
mosttonal language of them all.The syllables bleed into
one another; the words are meaningless; every phrase is
spoken in tandem with every other phrase, muddled and
mixed together. The sole bridge between the meaning
of a silence and myself is its tone and its texture.
As I've discovered that every silence has its own
unique tone, just like any spoken language, I have found
it is vital to parse out which silence carries which tone. I
am only an amateur at identifying them, but I have so far
discovered the existences of several silences.
There is piercing silence: the sort of silence
that thrusts upon you like a sudden gust of strong
wind, bringing forth a sharp, almost involuntary catch
of the breath while you wait for the suspenseful grace
period to end with a bang-somebody's shout, the first
clap of thunder, a flying ceramic plate finally shattering
on marble floor. This is the sort of silence that follows
when somebody says something particularly awful in an
argument, the sort of silence whose tone screams that
somebody has crossed a line, or a hurricane is only just
about to begin.
There is happy or pensive silence (which,
though they may seem completely separate, I think may
be two different dialects of the same tone): the kind of
silence one arrives at naturally. This silence is one of the
stealthiest, and you may not realize you are conversing
in happy or pensive silence until several minutes into the
exchange, when you notice that you feel wholly engaged
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but hear nothing.These silences organically extend from
verbal conversation into higher, transcendent language,
in which the silence with another person communicates
perfect contentment and comfort. Their natural habitats
and hiding places include smooth conversations with
therapists, when one is concentrating on homework
with schoolmates, or over a cup of coffee with a pal you
haven't seen in several years but still love.
There is awkward silence: needless to say,
this silence's tone is nonexistent. It is verbal language
pummelling itself through rough translation into silence,
like a square forcing itself through a triangular hole.
Unfortunately, as silence is such a unique language,
there is no effective translation from the spoken word.
What results is a silence which screams that something is
meantto be said, but nothing is said, as both participants
in the conversation are trying to speak silence in a habitat
where there is none to be found. When one attempts to
drag an indignant jaguar from its sleep, it will respond
with either violent lashing, or a silent, cloaked escape
into the silky black night, never to be seen again. Silence
is feline in that way: it must be permitted to come out
from its hiding place when, and only when, it is ready.
The final silence which I have discovered so far
(ignoring the various sublanguages and anomalies) is
the encompassing silence, and it is the single stealthiest
of them all. This silence draws out from within you
the fervent desire to break it, to interrupt it, and it is
precisely the sort of silence which is most important for
one to resist the urge to interrupt, as it almost always has
something interesting to say. With this silence, patience

Daniel Weiss
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is a virtue; the longer you wait, the sweeter the fruits of
your labor will be. Dangerously, however, this silence is
often mistaken with awkward silence because its tone is
so subtle. (At first, it may seem there is no silence at all,
and instead only the absence of sound.) That is because,
like a fine wine, the longer this silence speaks, the finer
and more nuanced its flavor becomes, until you finally
notice its existence and are immediately awestruck by
a swirling, golden, glorious hidden language of beauty.
This silence, most often, begins growing when one sits
quietly on a rock in an isolated forest. Let it grow. Do not
interrupt the silence with footsteps, scribbling, or stray
verbal thoughts. You will soon be overwhelmed by the
conversation around you, and you must accommodate
and learn to listen closely. It speaks in light, frantic
whispers, so take care to be extra quiet.
I believe I am at the mercy of the silence around
me, and it is because I have finally discovered the
existence of encompassing silence. The pond in front of
me has always been too green-the leaves too crunchythe stones too ancient-for me to sit still and let the silence
ferment. But it occurred to me: if the rock beneath me
could sit for perhaps centuries without moving, so that
sprouts of bright lichen and moss cover it like flesh, then
maybe I could sit still, too.
I noticed the encompassing silence with a
pinprick, like a raindrop: the robin's call. The silence was
multilayered, like an abstract painting. One only begins
to see meaning when they stare for long enough to see
shapes that were initially a muddy mess. The forest and
the pond formed one huge sound. But with enough time,
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the tonally incomprehensible silence separates into
hundreds of silences, like oil from water. Like breaking
through a barrier, sitting frozen, I let the conversation
around me, organic and beautiful, flow over me like a
cold river: first I noted the robin-then came the fish, then
the toad, then the lilies! Each individual leaf whispering
its own fluent silence as it separates from its branch and
floats onto the pond (gilded in algae) with a tap, and the
silence produced by the ripples that echo from where it
landed.
I do not claim to know all silences. But I am
determined to write them when I find them, and I
grow more fluent the less I speak. The pond and I had
a pleasant conversation today, and if I can muster the
patience, I hope to return and enjoy the fruits of silence
again.

Daniel Weiss
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Daniel Weiss

The Caw of the Crow,
the Chime of the Bell
With every waking breath,
With every mortal stroll,
I find myself thinking, dreaming, aching
For you, for us, for the past
The present
The future
Sometimes I hear you in the caw of the crow
A sharp, angry, sound, like yelling into the abyss
I can only imagine it as the voice you would pull in a crisis
Rare, but so soothing in the best way
Other times I hear the remains of your laughter riding the
gentle breeze
It brings me back into your arms, into your bed, into your
eyes
Recently, I've heard your whispers in the chime of the bell
Sorrowful and full of regret
I can hear your sins, your fallacies, your flaws, your lies
I wonder if everyone else can hear them too
I wonder if they feel uncomfortable knowing you half as
well as I do
As I did
As I want to

Honeybee McPherson
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I Have A Curve
And it curves like the earth
and jeans hug my hips but fall
loose around the thigh
I have a curve
somewhere nobody knows
but I've felt its reflection
pool in circles of silver
Look, I've got a curve
and it moons Marshalls mirrors
but don't tell me I look lunar
when you come to me so cold
Come to me like you're curving
string a ribbon round your waist
and lift my shirt up while I'm sleeping:
watch
how I curl towards the dark
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amora-kinf
Ethiopians say quite a few things, one of the ones i
remember from my childhood is what they say about a
house devoid of a hu-wo-man. the maxim goes, with the
injustice of translation, 'a house needs a breath.'
i grew up on the periphery of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
the capital city was composed of a decent number of
tall buildings; low sized hotels and offices; cars (mainly
taxis); and many, many pedestrians, once in a while a
farmer, heading for the city market, would lead his
herd of cattle by the side of the highways, for the same
reason, overloaded donkeys could be considered
almost pedestrians, this usually happened early in the
morning, we had a lot of them passing through because
our sub-city was near the edge of the city, giving a
palpable countryside feel to it.
it is long ago now, but i remember being in the school
taxi, every weekday morning, the city grew slowly
before us. at first, i would see the donkeys, the stray
dogs, and the pedestrians in their varied shapes and
forms, students in uniforms; workers in casual dress
and suits; unkempt beggers; churchgoers wrapped in
white, cotton fabrics; taxi conductors with shabby, dirty
clothes; street vendors with overworked postures; halfawake restaurant owners sweeping their floors, quietly
opened coffee shops with a chair or two at their doors
inviting only the one who needed it most because the
workers are still waking up. without much meaning, all of
these would zoom into and past my youthful eyes every
first nine months of the year - such a repetitive view
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through a small window, occasionally, i would notice
that we were early that day when there was no chair
outside the coffee shop, or calculate our lateness by the
length of the queues at the taxi stations.
our house never had a problem of breath, in fact, that
was what it had most, it was a mud house; a man mixed
soil and water with his skillful feet and made a house out
of it. he did it carefully so it would not fall after it dried,
it was built a little before my birthday, thus i supposedly
lived in it since its beginning.
in Ethiopia, they build houses called 'amora-kinf'*, which
signifies that the roofs have the shape of wings which
are symmetrically spread out yet slightly bent down,
however, in the circumstances i heard my people use the
term, it sounded more like a marker of lack of creativity,
anyhow, our house was a little creative; it was half the
amora-kinf.
a firm fixture of wood and mud, it had three partitions
of these nearly equal parts, only the salon and my
parents' bedroom had an actual wall between them, the
third section was an indefinite space behind two long
curtains, given the bunk-beds, it could be considered
my and my only brother's bedroom, the difference
between the wall and the curtains was apparent in terms
of their resistance to sound, my parents could whisper
rather relaxedly, and we would not hear it in the salon
from our bunkbeds. but we needed to really whisper
when we had to be secretive, we did whisper carefully,

Birhanu T Gessese
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and truth be told, quite a few words had escaped my
parents' bedroom.
there were also two tables in the salon that added to the
familial living, these tables were different in shape and
size, one was a long and tall dinner table, and the other
was small and circular, the smaller table could contain a
few newspapers and dinner for a family of four, between
these two tables was the third and most invisible wall
which barred the person studying at the table from the
cheerful conversations which bounced to and from four
couches, it can be said most of our school work was done
on this table, my brother and i used to switch positions
to optimize the working space, we would rearrange our
books on it for a little elegance, it was not always that
we studied together, but when we did it was an act of
camaraderie.
the cathode-ray, color television stood on the left of the
salon door - just obliquely behind the person studying
at the shortest side of the table, it would talk once in a
while. Mama, a wise woman, would ask for itto be turned
on when the clock stroke 2 pm*. everyday.
'if you listen to the 2 o'clock news, it is enough,' she
reminded us most nights.
listening to her in the background, we would slip into
casual chatter without losing the act of studying, of
course, we were the young boys then, and we did not
care about the news.
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'listen

Mama would command, 'today's news is

tomorrow's history.'
like that, our lovely, small house raised us with unheeded
wisdom, without much air to spare, we grew up. we flew
away to foreign lands, time has even molded our mud
house into cement, and the mud-man into memory.
in time, that house, our house, our lovely, mud house ran
out of breath.

* can roughly be translated to vulture-wing.
* in Ethiopia, we count hours beginning at the sunrise,
which means 6 am is 12 am.
therefore, 8 pm becomes 2 pm.

Birhanu T Gessese
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Reflex
Just a glance at my fingers and it looks like they might
have a tendency to curl
It's a pain-in-the-ass a space between 1) a fist
that might as well admit
its volcano-ness
with a heart of lava held inside
like those chocolate nuggets held in a Drumstick
and 2) a baby,
knowing nothing except to hold on with that squish reflex
Fingers splayed out on the piano like old ladies on
beach towels
and the ladies aren't as classy as you might think
"We only learned from trial and error," they tell you
with their leathery lips infamous for kissing the sun.
It's more than an octave's worth of stretchy time,
fully draped on the warm mountain blankets of sand

for 12+ semitones, 50+ years of their lives out here among:
the cigarette butts and green bottle caps
curled like a brown leaf you crush outside your dad's car
door on the way to third grade,
tanned to a crisp,
they're my fingers scraping scales on white and black
on a Casio marketed as "ivory-like"
they're the baby holding on
they're the fist
and I think I'll be on fire until I leave a trail of ashes
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In middle school I saved my
fortune cookie fortunes
in a plastic spiral notebook
painted poppy hues of cartoon sherbet
and the size of my eleven-year-old hand
if it was doubled over hamburger style
which isn't saying much.
bite-size papers stained w soy sauce and a puckered hope
that maybe I could be who my mom needed me to be
after I squinted through my last orange slice

Dani Martinez
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Magnet Lungs
You were contained in the puddle of papers crusted
around the corners of my room
a childhood bedroom when I need it to be and a clammy
four-walled palm other times
it holds one body
that's "mine," apparently
in a fetal position curl, the body sweats out toxins from a
late night and insufficient caffeine
"Here you are," a migraine's hangover screams to me
pinpointing its metallic finger through flat-road forehead
like the mall-sign, "You are here"
a pinch on my scalp, so thin it's turned sheer
Hineini, here I am, here I'll be,
but the fog's too murky for me to even see

If I hold onto the mirror for long enough will the smooth
turn to shards and
will "my" reflection, without weight like a milky nothing
turn pesado like 1000 silver magnets
that with their last dying breath must snap together?
Reminds me of that time we went to the Liberty Science
Center and I bought Buzz Magnets at the gift shop
They only held a level of inevitability whose parameters
were how well I could aim them at each
other in one fell smash until
in a metamorphosis turned frenzy
they shwooped into a pair of lungs in front of my face at
the cash register where the lady called me
honey and my breath
fell along the dusty tiles lined with fossil
the magnets almost clamped down on a nose whose
silhouette I couldn't stand
until I pierced it last week
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still I kept the magnets with my 200 rocks in a Winnie the
Pooh makeup bag and opened it up
yesterday for the first time since 2005 to find them
hugging still

Dani Martinez
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Lessons from
a Midwestern Highway
We are no match for the potatoes
plopped into fryers.
The world (or lack thereof)
on the highway:
apocalyptic warnings.
Drown in where we gotta go to
I imagine
everyone's grateful they're growing up where the
oil is.
Eeriness of the cornfields screaming,
imagining their silent burning,
money churning,
draining away from any old farmer's pockets.
Abiding to
doctrines that tell us:
live not for our own wants,
a messiah is coming.
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Scent of Safety
I remember the arts and crafts counselor
sewing crushed lavender with withered hands
into our tiny homemade pillowcases.
She kissed them when they were sewn shut
and told us it would soothe our homesick sleeplessness.
Now I rub lavender oil on my pillowcase
in my childhood bed that my knees don't fit in.
I spritz lavender perfume in my room
to cloak cooking smells rising from the kitchen.
I scrub at the stale stickiness on my skin
with lavender honey body wash
and rub lavender on the tender space behind my ears.
I try to press lavender flowers between the pages
of old books I've long tucked away.
I pull them out too early,
leaving pale purple streaks across Calvin and Hobbes'
speech bubbles
and crumbs of browning leaves in the binding of my high
school journal.
I rub and rub and rub it into my skin til it's raw
hoping to peel back layers of age and sin
until I smell like myself again.

Sydney Fallon
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Lara Knopf

The Girl I Killed
The girl I killed is in my room again. She sits
cross legged on the floor, banging her tiny fists against
the hardwood.I know she misses the carpet; I do too, on
nights like these.
The stars are loud outside my bedroom window.
They promise an imminent sunrise in choruses of
glowing bellows, but even as I wait, the light does not
come. The house is still, and I do not move for fear of
waking it. The stillness does not bother me; it's the girl's
tiny drumbeat that makes my stomach churn.
Thump. Thump. Thump.
"I know this isn't what you wanted," I tell her.
Thump. Thump.
The girl I killed looks up at me. She does not
speak, and I do not expect her to. That's just how this
works: I listen for the words she will never say, and she
watches for the woman I will never be. Her eyes dance
across my face, skipping from the scars on my forehead
to the tips of my ears and the curve of my chin. She
examines every stolen thing of hers, but still she is not
satisfied.
The paint on the wall is peeling. I lodge a
fingernail underneath and begin to pull.
"I wish you wouldn't look at me like that."
The girl I killed watches pink paint float like
autumn leaves onto the floor. I wonder if it reminds her
of September afternoons, of the days she spent trying
to gather the biggest leaf piles, to wield the sharpest
sticks, or to befriend the slimiest bugs in the hopes
that it would make her brothers want to play with her. I
wonder if she remembers the time she spent burrowed

Phoebe Houser
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under soft sheets of crinkling auburn leaves, imagining
herself in a coffin of paper mache. When her eyes fill
with sadness, I wonder if she remembers how long she
waited there, hoping for someone to dig her up.
The paint comes off slowly as a puddle of soft
mint green expands on my wall. "You hated this color,"
I remind the girl I killed. I latch onto the biggest piece I
can and I pull. "Do you remember how small it made you
feel?"
The carpet was a timid blue, and it reminded the
girl I killed of a soft spring morning, of climbing the tiny
tree in her cousins' backyard and burying her teeth into
the bruised skin of a golden apple. The butterfly stickers
on my ceiling glowed at night, and the girl I killed dreamt
of catching fireflies in her tiny hands and watching the
pulsing orange light through her skin.
The girl I killed is the smallest that she will ever
be. She bangs her fist on the floor, harder this time.
Thud.
The girl I killed has always been loud. She wore
dresses when she swam in the lake, held scissors in
her hands as she carved her initials into furniture, and
yelled at her mother to watch her fall as she dove off the
porch. She scribbled tirelessly on paper so thin it nearly
tore when the wind blew on it, breaking her pencil time
and time again when she pressed the lead against the
page. The girl I killed broke things. She broke plates and
bones and friendships, and still she cannot understand
the pain I feel when I look at her. She cannot forgive me
for breaking her.
The girl I killed does not have a voice to tell me
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that she hates me.
"You couldn't live forever," I whisper to her. "The
world wanted you quiet. The world wanted you small."
The girl I killed looks at my arms, at my stomach
and my thighs and my chest. She looks at the scratches
that are forming on the wall and the bloodied skin
beneath my fingernails. She does not open her mouth
to tell me that I could be smaller. She does not try to let
me know that I could be quieter. I can already feel the
voice shrinking in my throat.
"This was inevitable," I say to the girl who does
not listen.
"You couldn't live forever," I whisper, and I
wonder what immortality would have looked like on her
soft hands and tiny fists. I wonder what the girl I killed
would say if I had never lived. I wonder if her mother
would cry less or if her father would be playing the same
songs he used to on his old guitar.
The girl I killed does not like me. She does not
like the tea I drink in the morning or the clothes I wear
to bed. She does not like how slowly I walk or how softly
I speak or how I never learned how to sing in the car.
She does not like the crookedness of my laughter or the
way I carry each of her broken bones. The girl I killed
wishes for a different murderer, and it's the one thing I
can never give to her.
"I'm sorry," I tell her. I do not wish for immortality,
but I can tell that she does. I remember the first time she
cried for want of it.
The girl I killed is quiet, and I wonder if she is
listening to the stars. I wonder if they promised her a

Phoebe Houser
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sunrise too. Thump.
"I'm sorry," I tell the girl I killed. "But I would do it
again."
My throat tightens, and the heartbeat that is not
mine quickens.
"Do you remember..." The girl I killed uncrosses
her legs and stands. The girl I killed used to hide things
in her pockets. She picked up round stones and pennies
from the sidewalk, small pieces of candy and colorful
trinkets, and she stuffed them all in forgotten corners
of her closet. She imagined what it would be like when
I found them. She wondered if I would be happy. She
wondered if I would thank her for the things she gave
willingly.
I ache for the girl I killed. I ache for everything I
stole from her.
The girl I killed walks from the room and closes
the door. I sit silently with the paint that peels off of
my heavy walls. I do not think I am small enough to
be without fear. My fingernails scrape against the mint
green puddles and I wait with stolen patience for the girl
who will kill me to wake.
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Itinerary for Amelia Earhart's
Nosedive into the Pacific
I
As you-'
plummet,
pray
for a life vest
& a raft.
II
Remember
there is no God
in this ocean.
If the control tower
can't reach you
& the radio
falls static,
your prayers
will be unanswered
unless
you answer them
yourself.
Ill
Answer
yourself.
Swim to the surface
& construct
a raft out of floating
debris. Make an oar
out of all the other
things you could've
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Emily Nielson

done with your life.
Teacher or nurse
or pilot & now
goddess. You,
a fortune teller
of survival.
IV
Alchemy your feet
into motors.
Kick & kick & kick
towards an obscure
island, one that
journalists will flock to
years from now
as they try to bread
crumb your last days.
V
Leave a tracea shoe & an outdated
sextant box& know that
we will parse your
nosedive & these
forgotten artifacts,
look for subject-verb
agreement & wait
for the punctuation
that will never come.

Emily Nielson
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VI
When you know
it is all ending
& the water is
too deep,
circumnavigate
your life.
Remember
the atlas
of your becoming,
the moment you
chose this.
Pray for no
regrets.
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When
everyone leaves
When everyone leaves
the house suddenly has no furniture
so you walk through it
matching up what is
with what
should've been
drawer with plastic colored measuring cups
empty
couch with saltine crumbs and dryer lint between
the cushions
gone
cabinet with fraying toothbrushes and
expired benadryl
nowhere
the only sound here is the
whirl of a forgotten fan
a sink dripping
soundtracking
this moment
instead
is your mind
and now
you
are in an empty symphony hall
running across a wooden
stage
footsteps echoing to no one
making music for no
one
iln the woodwinds section
you are chafing clarinet
reeds together
as if it could make fire
as if it could make
sound
and then
you are in the string section
harping
on the echo of his voicemail message
he has never picked up
you run across the stage
quiet down
listen to the beating
of your heart
call it percussion
shatter homemade mugs
or jingle widowed earrings in a mason jar
let it be trombone
try not to think about the empty audience
how everyone
it
seems
wrote down the wrong day
or misplaced their ticket
try not to think about the critics
what they would say if they
were here she was no musician just dashing across the stage
pinging sound after sound
held in the silent static
and the
painful waiting to be heard
like the coffee maker sputtering
on with no mug to empty into
like the leaking ceiling
no
pan catching the droplets
you cannot rewind a leak
you
cannot stop a sinking ceiling in mid collapse
she was at
her best when the world around her crumpled
the critics say
she was most beautiful in the absence of sound
what would
it mean
to be the best at your art in the moments when you
stopped
if everyone clapped when you stood silent
and
still
when you no longer demanded an audience
when you
accepted there never was one
when you finally
stopped
performing for yourself
and sat in the empty house
among
the shattered mugs
among the leak
and let yourself cry

Emily Nielson
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Lesson from Mother:
How to Clean
My mother is a house cleaner. Depending on the size of
the house, distance from home, and amount of money,
my mother can clean up to three houses in a day. She
doesn't do laundry because it takes too long, but she
will make your bed even if there are a lot of pillows.
She charges extra for pets, but not for racism and that's
a personal choice she makes day-by-day. She takes
cash and checks and things her bosses will throw out:
Clothes, shelves, vacuums, electronics, anything reallyand there's a reason for this.
Mother takes things to be polite-to help people unload
their houses; to let people know she's someone you can
give things to. Did you know? If you reject offers too
many times, people stop offering.
Mother takes things to share-to find someone who
needs it and can fill up their homes.In this way, she builds
community. Bringing second hand gifts that people
forget about. T-shirts that become daily use. Shelves that
go to college. Cars that last another two generations.
We don't keep everything she brings home. Mother isn't
a hoarder; she only keeps the necessities, things she
likes, things we have space for, but here's the zinger. We
don't have enough in our house for things and space
and that's something that only makes sense to certain
kinds of people. You see, Mother needs space to feel
control, to feel like she isn't back in Mexico, back inside
an abandoned train station where space wasn't hers. We
don't need a white picket fence, as long as we have a
yard with two trees and long, swaying weeds.
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My mother is a house cleaner, and in order to clean you
Scrub the toilet, do the laundry, bear the racism.
Air out rooms, fold the sheets, ignore the stains
Sweep the floors, dust the art, thank them for work.
Veronica taught me how to clean but not to repair.
How to forgive but not to forget
And since my father couldn't, I'm learning myself.

Jonathan Hernandez
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Sometimes I
Rub My Throat Raw
with the words I keep inside,
the newest ones balancing on top of
the rest - stacked and
leaning
against
one
wall,
waiting to be wrapped, adorned and
sent
into
the world.
But I am so afraid I will cut my fingers that
I myself have become
a box.
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The White Lake
County Rodeo
After my father passed, I learned that in his will,
he wanted to be buried near the Boundary Waters,
where he'd grown up as a boy in the country. As the
eldest, and the executor of his estate, I quietly decided
that he'd be buried beside our mother in the funeral
plot down near the Twin Cities, which was what she'd
wanted. I wouldn't say that I disliked the man, or wished
any disrespect. He was, after all, still my father. It was just
that I didn't love him the same way my younger siblings
did. I wish to God that I did, but things just didn't turn
out that way.
The first incident occurred when I was only
twelve years old, visiting the White County Fair for the
first and last time. I still remember that day, perhaps
the clearest memory from my childhood, as it was
the day after my first cycle, and I was quite proud of
my burgeoning adulthood. I was almost certain that
everyone at the fair could tell I was no longer a child,
that I had completed the same rite of passage as every
woman to come before me, and it was exhilarating. It
was also the day I stopped seeing my father as a perfect
person, at least, perfect in the way children often view
their parents.
Now, we weren't natives to White Lake County.
My family resided in the next county over, a little closer
to the cities; however, my father heard about it through
one of his fellow plumbers and wanted a taste of the
country he'd grown up in, and insisted that we join him.
At first, I'd been opposed. The girls in my grade went to
the mall for fun, not the county fair. Our county didn't
even have a fair to call its own, which was the most likely

Piper Diers
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reason my father set his mind upon exposing his family
to what he had once been accustomed to.
At the time, my mind had still been childlike,
something that gave my father a never ending source of
entertainment, particularly the way I'd cry if I happened
to catch sight of the game he'd hunted. He adored my
innocence, as well as my daddy's girl tendencies, and
so it was no unusual phenomenon when my mother
took my younger siblings home so we could continue
to enjoy the fair, just the two of us. As the oldest, and
the only one tall enough to ride anything my father was
interested in, it was a sort of automatic privilege.
We rode just about every ride at that little fair,
although now I couldn't tell you what they were. It's the
little things I remember the most, such as how the grass
beneath our feet looked as if it had been swallowed up
by dust. It was the kind of ground that had gotten so
dried out by the sun and the heat that it puffed up in a
little cloud with every footstep and went straight up your
nose when you breathed in, and if you weren't smart
about your choice of footwear, your feet would have a
fine layer of grime covering them, like a pair of gritty
socks. I was thinking about the dirt when I dragged my
father over to the petting zoo's tent, and how clever I
had been to wear my cowgirl boots.
"Easy, sweetheart," he'd said. "These animals
ain't going nowhere."
I hadn't minded his words, partly because they
were true. The animals wouldn't be going anywhere,
but the day was only so long, and I aimed to give each
animal his fair share of the love I had to offer. I really
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didn't need to worry; there were a baker's dozen of
practically motionless animals for my petting pleasure.
I approached the donkey first, and I am not certain if I
have seen a sadder creature since. The only movements
it made were occasional swipes of its tail to ward off flies,
and blinks so slow I thought it was going to fall asleep.
"He

doesn't

look

too

happy,

Daddy," I

commented. I'd poked my hand through the bars of the
fence and started stroking its muzzle.
"Course he doesn't, he's all penned up. You
wouldn't like to be stuck in a pen, having strangers
bother you all day, would you?"
"No siree."
My father crouched down beside me. "You see,
an animal's not meant to be caged in like so. They want
some way to use up their energy, and that's why they like
us people so much. We give them something to do."
The donkey had moved its head at that point, so that
one of its eyes stared directly towards me. What struck
me about it at the time was how dull and lifeless its eye
appeared, possibly glazed over from boredom. When its
eye widened slightly, I exclaimed "Daddy! He's looking
at me!"
My father had just chuckled and reached a hand
up to rub the back of my neck. "Course he is, you're the
prettiest girl here by far. C'mon, give the other ones
some loving, too. See if you can't wake them up."
I made my way through the lifeless animals,
claiming some sort of connection with each one. I
suppose I'd wanted to feel even more special than I
already had that day.
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"Say," my father piped up from the corner of the
tent. He was nursing a can of beer. "I used to go to the
rodeo with my father all the time. Would you like to stay
for the rodeo tonight, see some animals acting wild?"
I nodded emphatically, thrilled at the prospect
of the rodeo, which I had never thought was something
I ought to see. At the time, I thought it'd been more
evidence of my being grown-up. It was also something
foreign to brag about to my friends from school, not to
mention far more appealing than trying to rouse the
alpacas into motion.
"Good. At least you'll get to see a couple animals
that'll act how they're supposed to."
We made our way to the rodeo at dusk. I was
fishing bits of corn out from between my teeth with my
tongue as we approached the ring. There wasn't much
to it, just a large field of dirt behind the thick metal
barriers, some cages, and a small row of bleachers. My
father selected the hill on the opposite side of the ring,
his reasoning being that it was less crowded. I know
better, now, and I suspect it was because we didn't know
anyone there. He sat down, content as could be as he
opened a can of beer.
I wasn't so pleased. "Can't we go sit on the
bleachers?"
He chewed on the inside of his cheek, a sign that
he d made up his mind. "Nothing wrong with sitting on
the grass."
There wasn't hardly anything to call grass. The hill
was mostly dust, the same as the rest of the fairground.
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"I'll get my dress dirty." It was brand new, and
white to boot. My mother had let me get it as a little gift
for becoming a woman.
"Your mother will wash it out. Sit."
I sat. The ground was already cooling off, and I
shivered. I half-hoped that the big stadium lights would
project some heat, even though they had all been
focused on the inside of the ring. My father must have
taken pity on me, for he reached his arm around me
and murmured in my ear, "Don't worry. Once the action
starts, you'll be so excited, you'll forget you were even
cold."
It didn't take much longer for the announcer to
stride into the middle of the ring. "Ladies and gentlemen,
welcome to the White Lake County rodeo!"
In the swell of the cheering crowd, I forgot to pay
attention to the announcer. He'd said ladies as well as
gentlemen, yet I couldn't hardly see any other women in
the audience. There were a few in the bleachers, maybe
the wives or girlfriends or mistresses of the men beside
them. I certainly didn't see any girls my age.
"Look over at the chute, they're letting the calf
go."
My eyes fixated on the cages, where the first
rider waited on his horse, the calf nowhere to be
seen. It hadn't occurred to me that the calf was in the
smallest cage, what my father called the chute, which
opened, and a dark flash across the dirt revealed the
calf, hurtling in no particular direction but the one that
would allow it to evade the rider on his horse. There was
no competition, and my heart sank when I realized why
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the cowboy was readying his lasso.
"The calf's going to get caught, isn't it?"
"That's the aim of roping events."
I heard more than saw the calf getting roped
about the neck, its squeals ringing out above the roar
of the crowd. I felt something primal stir deep within
my soul, and I wanted to run all the way back home so I
would never have to hear the pure terror coming from
the calf's mouth again. It ended only when the rider
leaped from his horse, sprinted to the calf, and picked it
up and slammed it to the ground in one smooth motion.
I trained my eyes on my father, not daring to look at the
sight. "He's hurting it!"
"Naw, they're tougher than they look." My
father's eyes remained on the ring. "Look, now you've
missed it. He's already done."
The rider had left the calf on its side, all four of
its legs tied together in an undignified bunch. Its neck,
the rope around which was still attached to the saddle,
was jerked about by the horse's impatient stamping.
"I'll be damned, he had that thing tied in eight seconds!"
My father s hand found the back of my neck, squeezing
the sides of it. Ain t that something! And it's only getting
started."
I remember wishing that I'd gone home with my
mother and my little brothers and sisters. It may have
been at that point that I knew, instinctively, that the night
would not end well.
Three more calves were roped before the next
event was announced: bull riding. I had been perplexed
by the clown that entered the ring, prancing around and
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drawing laughter from the crowd.
"There's clowns in bull riding?"
"Course there are. His job is to lure the bull away
from the rider, should he fall off. Otherwise, he might be
gored. 'Course, the clown risks getting gored too, that's
why they have them barrels on the edges like that."
Needless to say, I didn't watch the bull riding.
That night, I didn't care how much of a grown woman I
thought I was-there was no way I was watching anybody
get gored by a bull. I didn't even know what the word
meant, but after the ruthlessness of the calf roping, I only
knew it didn't sound good. Nothing happened to either
the rider or the clown, much to my father's chagrin. It put
him in a foul mood for the rest of the evening.
"Stop covering your eyes," my father had said,
short and direct. It was the same tone of voice he took
when one of my younger brothers kept sucking his
thumb. "You gotta at least give this a chance."
"I don't think I like it," I admitted.
There's some conversations I've had that I
remember for years afterward, and this was one of them.
My father scoffed at me, and his face took on a sour
expression. "The whole aim of today was to spend some
time together as a family, which God knows we don't do
enough of. What's the point of spending time together
if you aren't going to try and enjoy it? I put up with that
pathetic petting zoo for you. You can enjoy the rodeo for
me. That's fair, got it?"
I apologized then, though I remember I was
confused about why I was the one who was made to
feel bad, when I was so clearly not enjoying the rodeo.
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Nevertheless, I promised to watch the rest of the show.
"That's okay," he'd told me. "The bronco riding
is the main event, anyway. I'll never forget the first time I
saw a bucking bronco. Nothing else like it in the world."
"What's going to happen?"
"That cowboy down by the cages is going to
climb onto a horse and try and hold on for as long as
they can. Look now, they're going to open the gate."
The cowboy sat on the horse, still as could be.
The gate swung open and for a moment, I could see the
horse in all its glory, all lean muscle and dark as night.
For a moment, I thought I might really enjoy it, until the
men let go of the ropes.
Immediately, the horse began bucking. I had
never seen an animal so agitated, not even my father's
hunting dogs when they were waiting to be allowed to
catch the birds he'd shot out of the sky. I could see the
whites of its eyes, even from my spot on the hill. I knew
something was wrong at that point, I could feel it in my
gut. As wild as the horse was acting, I couldn't accept
that it was how it was supposed to be. That it was right
for the crowd to be enjoying it.
The bronco threw the rider, and I nearly cheered
at the sight of the man hitting the ground hard. I thought
it served him right, for what he did to the horse. It didn't
cease bucking after it had gotten rid of the cowboy,
instead, it continued to buck and rear around the ring.
The bronco went all the way to the fencing in front of the
bleachers, and the crowd cheered.
The horse gave a final, mighty rear before it
twisted in midair in a sort of pirouette, and fell onto the
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fence. The metal of the fence warped from the force of
the bronco, and it likely would have tipped all the way
over had some cowhands not lassoed and righted the
creature. My heart leapt right into my throat at the sight,
and I felt cold all over, as if I'd had a bucket of ice water
poured over me. Even after the horse was led away, I
couldn't take my eyes off the bent length of the fence.
My father's hollering pulled me out of my
trancelike state, I think. That, and all the other patrons
complaining about the rodeo being over. I stood up at
the realization that it was finally over and tried to brush
the dirt from my bottom. Then, I started crying. The kind
of crying that you try to keep quiet, but you really can't,
even with your best efforts.
I could blame it on any number of things: the
horse, residual hormones, the dirt that eventually
stained my dress. Maybe it had been all of these things
coming to a head that finally made me break down.
My father, who had up to this point been a
source of comfort to me, hissed, "Cut that out, people
are starting to stare." That had only made me sob harder,
and as vivid as this evening was, my memory fails me in
the moments that follow after. What I ve discerned over
these years was that my father escorted me to where
he'd parked his work truck, away from all the strangers,
and gave me a good smack across the face. That sure
got me to stop crying, and it made certain that I d never
shed a tear in front of my father again.
I stood there, dumbfounded, as my father asked
me for an explanation of my behavior, as he thought I
was too old to be acting that way in public.
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"I didn't like it," I confessed.
"Really? Why on earth not?"
I knew better than to make things even worse by
revealing how much I'd disliked the entire experience,
even at twelve. 'The bronco riding. That horse didn't
deserve to be treated like that."
My father's face softened at that. Maybe he'd
finally remembered that I still had a soft heart. "Well, it
doesn t hurt the horse. See, the bucking comes from a
strap on the saddle that's tied tight across its belly. That's
what makes it want to buck. It's not hurting it."
I didn't push the point any further, but I couldn't
help but think that horse would have rather been stuck
in the petting zoo, where it'd be sad instead of scared
out of its mind while entertaining a crowd of hollering
men.
"Aw, don't be a mope, sweetheart. They're just
animals." He squeezed the back of my neck, and for the
first time, my breath caught in my throat. I'm still not sure
why I made the connection, but I realized that it was the
same action he performed whenever his hunting dogs
needed to be shown who was in charge.
We climbed into his pickup, my father waxing
poetic about the rodeo clown's lackluster performance
and the general lack of goring, and me with dirt smeared
on the seat of my dress and a heaviness to my heart
that I had never experienced before. All I know is that I
watched the horse hitting that fence, over and over the
entire drive home.
Even now, as I watch my father's casket get
lowered into the dirt, if I were to close my eyes, I could
see that horse hitting the fence like it was yesterday.
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